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AN EXTENDED BEAR MARKET IN BONDS  
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Underlying economic and policy trends are unambiguously negative for the fixed-

income market. Bonds are at great risk and could suffer significant losses over the 

next several years. A combination of historically depressed market yields and 

prospects for higher interest rates points to a scenario of negative returns on 

bonds.  

 

▪ Fixed-income investors are complacent and remain convinced that a “fragile” 

US economy is incapable of withstanding higher interest rates. Consequently, 

despite the recent sell-off in fixed-income assets, balanced account investors 

continue to allocate a large portion of portfolio assets to bonds. A persistently 

bullish market posture toward bonds is reflected in the surprisingly low 

implicit inflation forecast embedded in Treasury Inflation Protected Securities 

(TIPS), along with a rapidly flattening yield curve.   

 

▪ In principle, government bond yields are comprised of two components: A real 

rate of interest plus a premium yield to compensate investors for future 

inflation. At its current level of 2%, the benchmark ten-year US Treasury bond 

is comprised of a real yield of negative 0.5% and an inflation premium of 

2.5%. Over the past 30 years, the average yield to maturity on ten-year 

government bonds has been 4%, comprised of a real yield and inflationary 

expectations both equal to 2%. 

 

▪ After bottoming near an all-time low of 0.5% last summer, the nominal yield 

on the ten-year US Treasury has risen to 2%. Nearly 75% of this 150-basis 

point increase in yields can be attributed to higher real yields, while only 25% 

was the result of an increase in inflationary expectations. Despite the increases 

in recent months, each of these components of market yield is depressed in a 

historical context and appear virtually assured of moving higher over the next 

two years. 

 

▪ Inflationary expectations are unrealistically low at the current level of 2% to 

2.5%, depending upon the measure. Underlying inflationary pressures — 

stemming from more than two years of extraordinary monetary and fiscal 

stimulus — should build over the next several years. Based upon both history 

and theory, government stimulus pushes inflation higher with a lag of two 

years or more.  

 

 

Balanced account investors 

should remain at a 

maximum underweight 

allocation to bonds, with an 

emphasis on very  

short-duration securities. 

Treasury securities lost 

2.5% in 2021 and have a 

negative total return of 3% 

already this year through 

February 22. I expect a full-

year loss of 5% this year 

and further losses in 2023. 

Losses on long-maturity 

government bonds could be 

even larger this year:   

US Treasury bonds with a 

30-year maturity have lost 

nearly 8% in value since 

the end of 2021. 
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▪ In the short term, core consumer inflation could moderate from a current 6% 

rate to less than 3% at yearend, resulting from improvements in both public 

health conditions and global supply chains. Prices of core consumer goods are 

increasing at an unsustainable annual rate of 12%. However, I expect this 

interim period of moderating inflation to be followed by a re-acceleration in 

core inflation to a rate of 4% in 2023 and 5% in 2024. 

 

▪ In principle, real bond yields are determined by two fundamental factors: 

Monetary policy and the relationship between national savings and capital 

investment. The consensus view with respect to monetary policy is that the 

Federal Reserve will raise interest rates by 2.5% over the next two years and 

then begin to lower rates during late 2023. In other words, bond investors 

expect a short and shallow rate-tightening cycle. 

 

▪ This policy assumption is predicated upon the misguided perception that the 

domestic economy cannot tolerate high interest rates. Doubting the resiliency 

of the economy, most investors expect spending to weaken, and inflation to 

roll over when the Fed’s policy rate reaches 2.5%. This assumed scenario 

would be a replay of the 2016-2018 episode when the Fed raised the federal 

funds rate from zero to 2.5%, the economy weakened with the usual time lag, 

and inflation declined.  

 

▪ The problem with these assumptions regarding the outlooks for GDP growth 

and inflation is that current economic circumstances differ greatly from those 

of 2018, in three respects:  

 

1. Current underlying fundamentals are supportive of stronger economic 

growth than during the late-2010s. 

 

2. Inflationary forces are far more virulent and entrenched than was the case 

five years ago.  

 

3. A federal funds rate of 2.5% would not be restrictive with inflation at a 

projected 4%.  

 

The bottom line is that the odds favor a far longer and more aggressive 

tightening cycle than currently believed by most investors. My forecast 

assumes that the Fed would be forced to play catchup in 2023 and 2024 

in order to slow economic growth sufficiently to bring down inflation.   

 

▪ The level of real bond yields is also determined by the aggregate supply and 

demand for credit. A trend decline in domestic savings accompanied by a 

sustained uptrend in capital formation should result in higher real interest 

rates. Net savings should trend lower in coming years consistent with a 

maturing business expansion. 
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▪ At the same time, prospects for capital formation are favorable, including both 

residential and nonresidential investment. Despite higher mortgage rates, 

residential construction could remain surprisingly strong over the next several 

years because of the acute structural shortage of housing units.  

 

▪ Key indicators point to a robust capital goods cycle over the next several years, 

as businesses invest in labor-saving equipment to contain rising labor costs 

and to increase productivity. A combination of dwindling savings and an 

increased level of investment should push real borrowing costs higher.  

 

▪ Pulling it all together, the path of least resistance for interest rates will be 

higher over the next several years. The ultimate peak in bond yields will be 

determined by the strength and resiliency of the economy, the cyclical peak in 

inflation, and the pace at which the Federal Reserve tightens monetary 

conditions.  

 

▪ As is typically the case, bond yields will likely rise in discrete waves, 

alternating between sudden spikes and temporary periods of consolidation. 

Compared to its current yield of 1.95%, the ten-year Treasury bond could end 

this year at 2.5% and 2023 at 3.5%. Long-term government bond yields could 

reach 5% in 2024. 

 

▪ The risk is that the Fed will tighten policy too slowly. A slower pace of 

tightening would allow inflation to become more entrenched, thereby 

culminating in a higher ultimate peak in long-term interest rates. My forecast 

for much higher interest rates is predicated upon the following assumptions: 

 

1. A stronger and longer economic expansion cycle 

 

2. An inflation rate of 5% or higher in 2024 

 

3. The need for a more aggressive monetary tightening cycle in 2023 and 

2024, as the Fed falls further behind the inflation curve during its first 

year of tightening 

 

4. An ultimate federal funds rate of 4% or higher, compared with current 

market estimates of only 2% to 2.5% 

 

▪ Balanced account investors should remain at a maximum underweight 

allocation in fixed-income assets, with an emphasis on very short-duration 

securities. Treasury securities lost 2.5% in 2021 and already have a negative 

total return of 3% this year through February 22. I expect a full-year loss of 

5% this year and further losses in 2023. Losses on long-maturity government 

bonds could be even larger this year: US Treasury bonds with a 30-year 

maturity have lost 8% in since the end of 2021.     
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▪ Investors should focus on this negative long-term outlook for bonds. However, 

there could be an interim temporary pause in the bear market over the next 

few months. From a technical market perspective, bonds are oversold and 

sentiment excessively negative following the recent spike in rates. A period of 

consolidation seems likely in the short term.  

 

▪ In addition, continued geopolitical tensions could prolong the global stampede 

into safe-haven assets, while a temporary short-term moderation in inflation 

beginning in the second quarter could also reduce selling pressure on bonds, 

allowing yield to temporarily decline. First quarter GDP will be reported around 

May 1 and is expected to be very weak because of the adverse impact of the 

Omicron wave. But the long-term direction of interest rates is higher, and the 

trend in bond prices lower.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

Robert F. DeLucia, CFA, was formerly Senior 

Economist and Portfolio Manager for Prudential 

Retirement. Prior to that role, he spent 25 years at 

CIGNA Investment Management, most recently serving 

as Chief Economist and Senior Portfolio Manager. He 

currently serves as the Consulting Economist for 

Prudential Retirement. Bob has 45 years of 

investment experience. 
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This material is intended to provide information only. This material is not intended as advice or recommendation about investing or managing your retirement 
savings. By sharing this information, Prudential Retirement® is not acting as your fiduciary as defined by the Department of Labor or otherwise. If you need 
investment advice, please consult with a qualified professional. 
 
The opinions and recommendations herein do not take into account individual client circumstances, objectives, or needs and are not intended as 
recommendations of particular securities, financial instruments or strategies to particular clients or prospects. No determination has been made regarding 
the suitability of any securities, financial instruments or strategies for particular clients or prospects. For any securities or financial instruments mentioned 
herein, the recipient(s) of this report must make its own independent decisions. 
 
Certain information contained herein may constitute “forward-looking statements,” (including observations about markets and industry and regulatory 
trends as of the original date of this document). Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results may differ materially from those reflected or 
contemplated in such forward-looking statements. As a result, you should not rely on such forward-looking statements in making any decisions. No 
representation or warranty is made as to future performance or such forward-looking statements. 
 
The financial indices referenced herein are provided for informational purposes only. You cannot invest directly in an index. The statistical data regarding 
such indices has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but has not been independently verified. 

Bloomberg US Aggregate Bond Index: is a broad base, market capitalization-weighted bond market index representing intermediate term investment 
grade bonds traded in the United States. Investors frequently use the index as a stand-in for measuring the performance of the US bond market. 

Dow Jones Industrial Average: is a stock market index that measures the stock performance of 30 large companies listed on stock exchanges in the 

United States. 
 
MSCI World Excluding US Equity Index: is a stock market index comprising of non-U.S. stocks from 23 developed markets and 26 emerging markets. 

The index is calculated with a methodology that focuses on liquidity, investability, and replicability.  
 
NASDAQ: is an American stock exchange at One Liberty Plaza in New York City. It is ranked second on the list of stock exchanges by market capitalization 
of shares traded, behind the New York Stock. 
 
NYSE FANG+ Index: is an equal-dollar weighted index designed to represent a segment of the technology and consumer discretionary sectors consisting 
of highly-traded stocks of technology and tech-enabled companies. 
 
Russell 2000 Index: is a small-cap stock market index of the smallest 2,000 stocks in the Russell 3000 Index. It was started by the Frank Russell 
Company in 1984. The index is maintained by FTSE Russell, a subsidiary of the London Stock Exchange Group. 
 
Russell 3000 Growth Index: is a market capitalization-weighted index based on the Russell 3000 index. The Russell 3000 Growth Index includes 
companies that display signs of above-average growth. The index is used to provide a gauge of the performance of growth stocks in the United States. 
 
Russell 3000 Value Index: : is a market-capitalization weighted equity index maintained by the Russell Investment Group and based on the Russell 3000 
Index, which measures how U.S. stocks in the equity value segment perform by including only value stocks. 
 
S&P 500® Index: Measures the performance of 500 widely held stocks in US equity market. Standard and Poor's chooses member companies for the index 
based on market size, liquidity and industry group representation. Included are the stocks of industrial, financial, utility, and transportation companies. Since 
mid-1989, this composition has been more flexible and the number of issues in each sector has varied. It is market capitalization-weighted. 
 
The Value Line Geometric Composite Index: is the original index released, and launched on June 30, 1961. It is an equally weighted index using a 

geometric average. Because it is based on a geometric average the daily change is closest to the median stock price change. 
 
These materials are not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security or other financial 
instrument or any investment management services and should not be used as the basis for any investment decision. Past performance is 
not a guarantee or reliable indicator of future results. 

The information provided is not intended to provide investment advice and should not be construed as an investment recommendation by Prudential 
Financial or any of its subsidiaries.  
©2022 Prudential Financial, Inc. and its related entities. Prudential, the Prudential logo, and the Rock symbol are service marks of Prudential Financial, Inc., 
and its related entities, registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. 
 


